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Note: Enumeration is inspired by ISO 9001. The QAP review shall contain statements, explanations and recommendations on the current implementation of the QAP. The inspector shall reference the reviewed documents (incl. revision status).

General description

4 QAP requirements
4.1 General QAP requirements
+ Is it part of a quality management system (e.g. according to ISO 9001) or stand-alone?
+ In which form is it available (written/online/electronically/specialized software)
+ Is there a table of contents incl. revision status (master list) available?
+ Does this TOC contain all procedures, working und testing instructions?
+ Are the legal requirements for dangerous goods packagings (e.g. ADR, BAM-GGR 001) taken into account (in addition to customer requirements)?
+ Are the dangerous goods regulations and relevant standards available?
+ Is the documentation available about the approved design types (approval certificates, test reports and so on)? (normally not applicable in case of initial audit)

4.2 Control of QAP documents and records
+ What arrangements exist regarding preparation and maintenance of the QAP documents?
+ How are changes tracked (revision, storage, retention period, identification)?
+ How long are records stored?
+ Are the latest versions of the instructions for the quality checks available in the production line and in the quality lab respectively?

5 Responsibility, authority and communication
5.1 Management commitment
+ How does the management commit itself to meet the dangerous goods regulations or legal provisions in general? (if not already answered in the general part, see section 4.1)

5.2 Responsibility and authority
+ Who is responsible for the quality management and for the quality controls?
+ Who is responsible for tracking changes of legal requirements and relevant standards?
(names, responsibilities and authorities has to be stated e.g. in job descriptions; organizational chart if available)

6 competence and training of personnel
+ Which procedures about training exist?
+ How is it ensured, that only trained personnel will evaluate the quality of produced packagings? (records about training, skills and experience of the personnel carrying out the quality checks will be reviewed during audit)

7 Product realization (manufacturing and storage)
7.1 Procedures about development of new designs and specification changes
+ Are arrangements (procedures, working instructions) available about how to take into account construction and testing requirements for dangerous goods packagings (6.1, 6.3, 6.5 and 6.6 ADR respectively) and the application for a new approval after successful design type testing
+ Are arrangements available about how to ensure compliance with dangerous goods regulations in case of specification changes, e.g. application for a revision of an approval in case of specification changes after additional design type testing if necessary.
+ Are there any outsourced development processes (e.g. headquarters, approval holder, consulting engineers)?
Note:
An exclusion of this requirement is not possible, because even changes based on customer requirements are treated as development of a new design or a specification change to an already existing design!

7.2 Purchase/control of incoming raw materials and supplied parts
+ Which arrangements exist concerning purchase and incoming goods control?
+ How is it internally regulated and ensured that only raw materials and supplied parts are processed which comply with the approved design type? (Working instructions and record forms incl. testing frequencies will be reviewed, a comparison target/actual has to be documented using the values from the design type test as target values)
+ Are relevant record forms available?

7.3 (Re-)Manufacturing process
+ Which arrangements exist regarding control of the manufacturing process?
+ How is it ensured that all packagings produced comply with a certain design type specification? (parts list, comparison with approval, testing report and drawings)
+ Are there any outsourced manufacturing processes? If yes, why are they outsourced?

7.4 Identification and traceability
+ Which arrangements exist regarding identification and traceability of products?
+ Which arrangements exist regarding affixing and control of UN marking on dangerous goods packagings?
+ How are identification and traceability ensured within the manufacturing site? (e.g. documentation by order)
+ How is it ensured that products can be traced in case of external complaints (issued by a customer or a competent authority)?

7.5 Preservation of product
+ Which arrangements exist concerning preservation of products? (storage and transport to the customer)
+ Are arrangements available regarding marking of released, not yet released and blocked products?

7.6 Testing and measuring equipment
+ Which testing and measuring equipment is available for the test at start-up, during production (if necessary) and on the finished products? Is this equipment suitable with regard to measurement uncertainty? Are photographs available?
+ Which testing and measuring equipment is not available, because of outsourced testing processes? (Details on outsourced testing processes will be presented in section 8.1.)
+ How is it internally regulated and ensured that calibrated testing and measurement equipment is used?
+ At which time intervals the equipment calibrated (time period)? (Calibration records will be reviewed.)

8 Measurement, analysis and improvement
8.1 Monitoring and measurement of product
+ Which instructions are available with regard to product testing (at start-up, during production, on finished products/„UN packaging tests“)?
+ Are these instructions suitable to perform the tests as required? (evaluation based on i.a. test execution)
+ Which test plans exist? Do these test plans meet the requirements of BAM-GGR 001? If not, which deviations occur?
+ How are the test parameters and the results documented?
(A comparison target/actual has to be documented using the values and tolerances (if any) from the design type test as target values.)
+ Is there a photographic documentation available on how to execute the tests?
+ Are there any outsourced testing processes? If yes, why are they outsourced?

8.2 Control of non-conforming products and corrective actions
+ Which arrangements exist concerning control of non-conforming products? (blocking, recalls, complaints)
+ How is it ensured, that the UN marking will be removed or will be made permanently unreadable or, if neither is possible, the affected dangerous goods packaging will be destroyed in case of serious or safety-relevant non-conformities?
(Note: In case of non-conformities not related to safety, e.g. the competent authority has to be contacted in case of a non-conform marking after turn of the year due to missing change of the year marking in the UN marking, if the company want to ship the products despite the non-conform marking)
+ How are non-conform products marked and stored respectively?
+ Which arrangements exist regarding collection of non-conformities/non-conforming products, root cause analysis and corrective actions? (Records must be kept.)

Additional notes



